Top 10

…Things you need to know about the

biggest bot scam
in history

1. HyphBot is the largest network of fraudulent bots and spoofed
sites to be discovered in the history of digital advertising; it’s three to four
times as big as 2016’s infamous Methbot network.
2. Its ‘achievements’ include generating approximately 75 million
impressions per day (through 1.5 bn bid requests) and driving fake
traffic to more than a million different URLs across 34,000 different
domains.
3. HyphBot primarily ran video inventory and ads and was most
active between August and October of 2017.
4. At its peak, it cost advertisers up to $1.2m a day globally in fake
impressions and views.
5. HyphBot is hard to detect because it imitates human behaviour:
a. by spoofing 34,000 domains which allows cookies to collect rich
browsing histories – just like human ones
b. by using Chrome browsers on Windows 7 or 8, and not an easy-tospot custom browser
c. by being based not in data centres but on infected machines, which
also generate genuine human traffic. This also entails scattered IP
addresses that are more difficult to block.
6. It’s estimated that at least half a million machines have been infected.
7. In contrast to other frauds, HyphBot is affecting premium
publishers and not just the long tail. These premium publishers lose
income to fraudsters and receive fake traffic.
8. It’s likely that neither you nor your agency is equipped to detect
and avoid this type of fraud; you need sophisticated, deep analysis and
rich data to spot it.
9. To mitigate the risk to advertisers, agencies and publishers need to adopt
the ads.txt protocol, by which authorised resellers of inventory are
listed publicly.
10. You can also lower your risk of exposure to bot fraud such as
Hyphbot by favouring direct deals and private marketplaces over open
exchanges and ensuring consistent and proper use of a good ad server.
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